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Two guys and a problem

“Can we build a service
to help us share 

where we are?”



Two guys and a problem

Why?



Two guys and a problem

How?



What about mobiles?
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What about mobiles?

X signal strength 7.2signal strength 6.4

signal strength 5.3



Lots of technology issues.
Lots of operator issues.
Lots of operators.
Not easy to build mobile software.
Not free.
Not build for DIY.

What about mobiles?
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What about GPS?



Everybody needs a GPS receiver.
Lots and lots and lots of batteries.
Everybody needs a phone.
Everybody needs a data plan.
Not easy to build mobile software.
Too much stuff.

What about GPS?



The solution...

Plazes



Reboot 7.0 in Copenhagen



Everything has a MAC

Every connection to
the Internet has a

unique number called a
MAC Address
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Everything has a MAC

“What if you could 
figure out your 

Internet connection’s 
MAC Address?”



You can find your MAC



Everything has a MAC

Every connection to
the Internet has a

unique number called a
MAC Address



The Plazes Idea

0:14:bf:8f:53:2d

Reinvented Office



Proof that it works...

http://plazes.com/plazes?
mac_address=00:14:bf:8f:53:2d

http://plazes.com/plazes?mac_address=00:14:bf:8f:53:2d
http://plazes.com/plazes?mac_address=00:14:bf:8f:53:2d
http://plazes.com/plazes?mac_address=00:14:bf:8f:53:2d
http://plazes.com/plazes?mac_address=00:14:bf:8f:53:2d


Plazes is...

Plazes is a database of 
MAC Addresses 

and their 
physical locations.



How Plazes Works

The Plazes Launcher



What’s my MAC Address?

The Launcher figures out the MAC Address of 
your connection to the Internet



Where is that MAC?

The Launcher asks Plazes if it has a record for
that MAC Address in its database.



You’re at “Casa Mia”

If there is an entry, then Plazes automatically
identifies and publishes your location.



Where are you?

If there is not an entry, then Plazes asks you 
where you are, and remembers for the next time.



Plazes in 2004



Use the Launcher to discover and 
share your location.
Searchable database of Plazes.
Searchable database of People.
Your “trazes” can are recorded 
and can also be published.

Plazes in 2004



Plazes is...

Plazes is a tool for sharing
where you are

(and where you’ve been)



A cool hack to a “real live 
business” with funding and employees.
People use it, around the world.
Moved beyond the “database of MAC 
Addresses” technical idea.
Change in the “social object” from just 
location to location + action = activity.

Plazes from 2004 to 2008



The Plazes Business































Me + Plazes



The CAB-INN Experience



User number 1185
575 Plazes 

8,100 “check ins”
55 “friends”

My Plazes Life



Four Years of My Plazes



My Local Plazes



My Global Plazes

“continuous partial attention”



Beyond the MAC



Mobile Plazer



Used cell phone tower ID to 
determine your general location.
Worked on a limited number of 
Nokia phones only.
Required a data plan (often 
expensive).
Never widely adopted.
Suspended in 2007.

Mobile Plazer



Plazes by SMS



Plazes by SMS



Available from anywhere, with
any mobile phone.
No data plan required.
Inexpensive for most people.
Ties a mobile number to a Plazes user.
Completely “decouples” Plazes.
Any location can be a “Plaze.”

Plazes by SMS



Changing the Plaze

Any location
can be a
Plaze.



Plaze + Action = 
Activity



The Old “Social Object”

Where I Am



The New “Social Object”

Where I Am
+

What I’m Doing



The New “Social Object”

The Activity



Plazes is...

Plazes is a tool for 
coordinating your activities:

letting your friends know 
what you are doing 

and where.



Share location from the “Launcher”  – 
now called the “Plazer”.
Share location by SMS.
Share location from Plazes.com.
Share location from Plazes API.
The status message joins the Plaze 
to make the activity.

Plazes in 2008



Plazes.com in 2008



Plazes: The Movie





Plazes in Action

http://plazes.com/

http://plazes.com
http://plazes.com


Some Other Cool Stuff 
about Plazes



Plazes + iCal
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Plazes + iCal



Plazes + Google Earth

http://plazes.com/kml/index
http://plazes.com/kml/index


Plazes + API
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Plazes + API



Continue to simplify the interface
(and the concepts).
Find a way to monetize location 
(without destroying what’s good).
Continue to encourage the 
development of third-party 
applications.
Pursue new ways of feeding ambient 
data to narrow down location.

What’s ahead for Plazes?




